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The Voice 8/7c,
NBC, nbc.com It

may sound harsh,
but isn’t this “Knockout”
round really just a way to
give some of the remaining
singers a solo performance
before being told they’re
not good enough and
they’re eliminated?

All on the Line 9/8c, Sundance, sundancechannel.com

Nicole Richie’s a little nervous
about the flop potential of her
multimillion-dollar QVC line,
so it’s Joe Zee to the rescue!
Season finale

Costars Matt Lanter (Liam),
Tristan Wilds (Dixon) and
Michael Steger (Navid)
swung by the set on their
day off to meet Lochte

FROM TOP: SCOTT HUMBERT/THE CW (2); HBO

Lochte
and Loaded!

Revolution 10/9c, NBC, nbc
.com Time for Danny to face
the music—or at least General
Monroe. Here’s hoping he fares
better than poor injured Nora.

Lochte (with
McCord)
says he was to
ld “to just
relax, don’t tr
y to be an
actor, be your
self”

Over the summer, gold medal–winning
Olympic swimmer Ryan Lochte was the hottest commodity on the planet. So it’s no
wonder that 90210 scrambled to rewrite a
script when the 28-year-old hunk expressed
interest in taking on his first TV role. In toactress to play his girlfriend. Then, later on
night’s episode, look for Naomi (AnnaLynne
set, makeup artists had to quickly conceal
McCord) to bump into the athlete on a path
Lochte’s tattoo of the Olympic rings near his
near a rope course while out glamping
right underarm when producers realized they
(glamorous camping) with her new hubby.
had not cleared the copyrighted image with
“Ryan hasn’t acted before and
the Olympic committee. He was
90210
we thought playing himself would
also sprayed with fake sweat. “If
8/7c, The CW
be easier for him,” says executive
they just wait a bit,” laughed
cwtv.com, hulu.com,
iTunes; Twitter:
producer Lara Olsen. “And when
Lochte, “I’ll be sweating for real.”
@CW_network
word came down that people
And he’s not the only Olympian
wanted like to see him shirtless, we made
invading The CW. The network has also lined
sure he was comfortable with that.”
up cameos for gymnast Gabrielle Douglas on
Lochte did have one concern: He objected
The Vampire Diaries and Douglas’ teammate,
to a line that insinuated he goes from one girl
McKayla Maroney, on Hart of Dixie. Go, Team
to the next, so producers cast a pretty young
USA! —William Keck

REDFORD ALERT!

The Big Picture:
Rethinking Dyslexia
7/6c, HBO, hbogo.com

Robert Redford’s son
James goes behind the
camera for an in-depth
look at those struggling
with the disease. The
issue hits close to home:
His son Dylan (below)
was diagnosed at age 9.
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